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ASSESSING PILOT WORKLOAD IN FLIGHT 

by 

Alan H.Roscoe 
Royal Aircraft Establishment 

Clapham 
Bedford MK41 6AE AD-P004 109 

SUMMARY 

:>l 

f1® ^POftanoe of being able to assess pilot workload in real flight is generally 
PeoP^-e concerned with cockpit design and operational efficiencv and 

safety.:-Currently, the most used and probably most reliable methods of estimating levels 

test°Dilots But Ssubltctilp0Setb?ed °n a0me f0rm °f 3ubJectlve reporting by experienced test pilots. But subjective opinions are susceptible to bias and to pre-conceived ideas 

to^of feudist inet Ääges^ ^ 0bJeCtlVe meaSUre t0 aUgment theSe 0Plnlons ^ 

This paper describes the way in which a pilot's heart rate can be recorded to 
support, or occasionally question, his subjective rating of workload A small number r>f 
examples from RAE Bedford trials are presented to illuftrate the technique, and a IhorE 

rurrenfhfTichf glven.of ,th® BAe 146 Crew Complement Certification exercise. Finally a 
current fiight experiment to compare heart rate levels and workload ratings in a more 

discusse5CbrmienfTyP. 13 deSCrlbed^The ^^^le for using heart rate in gthis way is 

INTRODUCTION 

Whebhet! one 13 attempting to optimise workload levels on the flight deck of a civil 
airliner to improve safety, or to reduce workload in the cockpit of a combat aircraft to 
improve mission effectiveness, it is important to be able to assess workload in flighU 

dod ^ *Ma11 wnta.ny Papep devoted to assessing pilot workload it is clearly 
''i*def irlp ..i3 raeant bY fche term, for even a brief survey of the literature 

highlights the confusion that exists. Although there are several definitions they tend to 
be V?KiUe t0 vary according to the disciplines and interests of their authors it is 
possible however, to place most of these definitions into one of two broad concetual 
groups, those that are related to the demands of the flight tasks - input load and those 
thât are associated with the response to those demands - operator effort. *0f course 
there is a fundamental difference between these two groups each of which has its devotees! 
A confliction like this is difficult, if not impossible, to resolve and so it is not 
surprising that there is no general agreement on what is meant by the term pilot workload. 

would arffuphf>otalle °omPleten<e38i lfc 13 worth pointing out that a small number of people 

work results or nerform«nrîP a4i Ar°UPv. lnlng lntepPP3tations of workload based on work results - or performance. Although it is an important attribute of workload it is 

de^n?Mon,thatM Pepf°pn!anCe ^ !£ should not be considered as the basis for working 
i“ " .what®ver interpretation is used when assessing workload it if 

still essential to define and monitor performance. 

Designers of aircraft cockpits and flight decks find it convenient to think of 

îî?»ploadfr V'n tkrmS °f' the ta3,c* In this way they can predict levels of workload for 
oi^tffl^and^fmp and 0Peratlonal situations by using data derived from various types 
of task and time analysis in mock-ups and simulators. (1), (2) (3). Levels or indices of 
theoretical workload (perhaps more appropriately termed 'task load'), usually expressed as 
a function of time required and time available, are extremely valuable in the design stage 

u , eventually, levels of actual workload will need to be assessed in real flight. 

In this paper workload is considered to be related to effort - an interoretation 
It1!« V c0n3istent with the views of more than 80!t of professional pilots (4) 
«Ln i h? interpretation that agrees well with the Influence on the piloting task of 

UialH 11 at01s as natural ability, training and experience, physical fitness 
a£d individual response to stress. Cooper and Harper (5), in the introduction to 

qualities rating scale, suggested a definition of pilot workload which in 
a slightly modified form, seems to be most appropriate: Pilot workload is the integrated 
menta! and physical effort required to satisfy the perceived demands of a specified flight 

workinnrt fn6fand Probably the most reliable methods for assessing 
workload in flight are based on some form of subjective reporting by experienced test 
pilots. Unfortunately, subjective opinions are susceptible to bias andpre-conceived 
ideas and so there are clear theoretical advantages in using more objective techniques to 
a33®33 Pllot workload. Among the many techniques studied are those based on measuring 
physiological variables; but the method of choice must be non-lntrusive as well as being 
compatible with flight safety. Heart rate, which satisfies these criteria, ïs relltïvel? 
simple to record and the discrete nature of the signal allows various forms of analysis to 
be carried out with ease. Moreover, the use of a physiological variable to assess 

skill°ad fltS ln Wel1 Wlth a concept that allows for the individual nature of piloting 
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Heart rate has been recorded In flight extensively at the Royal Aircraft 
Establishment at Bedford over a period of some 15 years. After a three year exploratory 
study, during which test pilots were monitored while flying a wide variety of aircraft 

W4as, de?.lded t0 record heart rate routinely to support pilot opinion during 
those flight trials where assessing workload Is Important. 

This paper describes examples taken from a number of flight trials where this method 
of assessing workload has proved to be of some value 

METHODOLOGY 

The technique used at Bedford for recording heart rate In flight Is based on the 
electrocardiograph (EGG). Amplified EGG signals, detected by means of two disposable 
electrodes applied to the pilot's chest, are recorded In analogue form on magnetic tape 
along with speech and various aircraft parameters. In the first Instance heart rate Is 
plotted out In beat-to-beat form together with the ECG 'R' wave - the basic signal, (Pig 6 
is an example); subsequently mean rates for consecutive 30 sec epochs are plotted against 
time, these are found to be>most useful (Pig 2 Is an example). Mean heart rate values for 
particular flight manoeuvres, tasks, or sub-tasks may be calculated as required. 

Initially pilot opinions of workload were given in a relatively unstructured 
descriptive manner but the need for some form of rating scale soon became obvious® After 
much trial and error, and with the help of numerous comments and crltisisms from test 
pilots, a ten-point scale using the concept of spare capacity was developed (Pig i). The 
overall design Is based on the Cooper-Harper Handling Qualities Rating Scale (5), familiar 
to Bedford test pilots and sometimes used previously, though mistakenly, to rate workload 

The scale is not linear and proably lacks sensitivity at the lower end but is 
readily accepted by most pilots who have found it easy to use without the need to always 
refer to the decision tree. Half ratings are allowed within each decision branch and tend 
to be used frequently; originally It was decided not to permit the use of half ratings 
between the decision branches but the occasional difficulty of deciding between the last 
two branches, (in effect between ratings 3 and 4) was resolved by accepting a rating of 
3i. Pilots seem to find it much easier to rate a flight task if it is short and well 
defined. 

Most of the flight trials of interest from the point of view of workload have 
Involved the take-off or the approach and landing, two tasks that are well defined and 
where performance can usually be monitored by on-board instrumentation and bv airfield- 
sited klnetheodolltes or radar. 

Heart rates and opinion ratings Indicate only relative differences In workload so 
that It is helpful to have some form of datum for purposes of comparison. Although it is 
not always possible to compare heart rate responses for different experimental variables 
during the same sortie, or even under similar flight conditions, the advantages of doing 
so are obvious. 

The individual nature of heart rate responses makes it necessary, especially when 
numbers of pilots, for each pilot to be considered as his own control. 

This restriction, together with the high cost of operating research aircraft, usually 
makes it impossible to obtain enough data for worthwhile statistical analysis. 
Nevertheless, obvious trends in heart rate changes together with pilot ratings can provide 
valuable and reliable indications of differences in workload levels. 

EXAMPLES 

The brief exanples presented in this action have been selected from 
flight trials to demonstrate the practical use f recording pilots' heart rates 
of augmenting their subjective assessments of i. rkload. 

different 
as a means 

Hear’ rate was first recorded routinely during a series of flight trials to evaluate 
'yPes of reduced-noise landing approaches (8), (9). The first two trials used a 

HS 748 Andover^ twin^turbo-prop transport to compare simple-segment steep approaches with 
gradients of 6°, 71° and 9°. and, later two-segment approaches of 7J° changing to 3° at 
200 ft, with ccnventional 3° approaches. There was generally good agreement between the 
project pilots' heart rates and their subjective estimates of workload; and in the case of 
the single-segment steep approach also with expected levels of difficulty - the workload 
being expected to increase with steeper approach paths and higher rates of descent. Pigs 
2 and 3 are examples of overall mean heart rate plots (different pilots). Interestingly 
despite their relatively low heart rate responses the project pilots initially rated thé 
workload for the two-segment approaches as high. it later transpired that these two 
pilots had instinctively disliked the idea of changing from a steep gradient - with the 
higher rate of descent - to a normal gradient at 200 ft. After their first sortie they 
modified their views and then consistently rated the 7J0/3° approaches as being as easy 
as, if not easier than, the normal 3' approaches. This example highlights the fact that 
subjective assessments may be biased by allowing instincts and misconceptions to influence 
Judgement. It also Illustrates the advantage of using heart rate to augment — or 
sometimes to question - subjective assessments of workload. 

Similar heart rate responses during a later trial using a BAG VC-10 four-jet 
transport to evaluate 5°/3° two-segment approaches (with a transition height of 500 ft) 
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«ímíírü6? pl.lùfcs' subjective assessments that the experimental approach profile generated 
similar levels of workload to the conventional 3° approach (Pig 4). 

Piiots ' heart rates were recorded during a flight test oroKramme to i-ho 
benefits of direct lift control (DLC) fitted to a BAG 1-11(10) . ^ 5 Thows overall mean 

and6without11 nr rf ^t three. ProJeot Pilots recorded during 3" and 6* approaches flown with 
and without DLC. It can be seen that the only appreciable reduction in heart rate with 

iT,?(iaCQTirred dUplng the glide slope acquisition and early part of the 6° approaches. But 
nnotq ^nont6 Hf0rimance was ^icantly better during all DLC approaches and all three 
pilots reported lower workload with DLC. Although heart rate did not appear to 
discriminate between the two experimental conditions, nor did it agree entirely with oilot 

I?0“118 that Performance Improved which suggests that pilots Increased 
their effort without being aware of it. 

These examples are typical of flight trials in which workload levels for different 

ppuhanQ nf lo ?kÍf^lty^ be comPared with some forms of datum or with each other. 
Perhaps a well designed rating scale would have proved useful for assessing workload in 

essential.tanC63 bUt Where dlreCt cornParlson ls not possible such a scale becomes almost 

The final version of the Bedford rating scale was Introduced during the HS Harrier 
^i-JumP take-off trials (10). Fig 6 shows a typical beat-to-beat heart rate Sot 
ecorded during a ski-jump take-off - rated at 4. This can be compared with Fig 7 which 

uaa t'f^aded the same Pllot during his first ski-jump take-off - rated at 6. There 
was good overall agreement between heart rate responses and workload ratings in 
demonstrating that workload levels for these ramp take-offs are no higher than those for 
conventional short take-offs from a runway. 

During a more recent series of flights to Evaluate Economic Category 3 landings - 
consisting of autopilot approaches to a 50 ft or 60 ft decision height (deoending on 
aircraft type) ending in a manual landing - pilots' heart rates and workload ratings ^were 

nCXdMd<H^ ,8 18 °f ^ tyP10»1 heart rate plot indicating the increase in workload 
as decision height is neared and manual control assumed for the landing. The scatter 
diagram (Fig 9) illustrates graphically the relationship between 32 heart rate responses 
and workload ratings in real fog for the senior project pilot. 

These brief accounts of in-flight workload assessment at Bedford are offered solely 
as examples of the way in which the technique of recording pilot's heart rates to 
supplement their subjective opinions has been developed and used in practice. More 
detailed reports of individual trials have been published elsewhere (see references). 

BAe 146 WORKLOAD CERTIFICATION 

A short description of the use of this technique in the certification of a new 

relevantr transport - the British Aerospace 146 four-jet feederllner - is 

Following a long, and sometimes acrimonious, debate between pilot unions on the one 
hând end operators and manufacturers on the other, on whether jet transport aircraft can 

\ n,W1,aafely by tw° pil0ts Pedant Reagan attempted to resolve the controversy by 
establishing a Task Force to examine the question impartlally(12). The President's Task 
Force on Aircraft Crew Complement, which reported in July 198I, identified flight deck 
workload analysis and measurement as a major issue and pointed out that the only generally 
accepted method for evaluating workload at present is task/tlme-line analysis ^ased on a 
comparison with previous aircraft and flight deck designs. It was suggested that this 

dlu3uPPle/nented Py ^Proved subjective methods by suitably qualified pilots, should 
Pe8t5t-maaaa for demonstrating compliance with FAA complement criteria for new 

aircrait (FAR 25 1523 Appendix D). 

, T.R_,In, PP® ,Unlntef Kirlfdom the CAA has adopted the Joint Airworthiness Requirements 
{JARs) which include a direct reproduction of FAA 25 1523 (as JAR 25 1S23) British 
Aerospace elected to use a combination of techniques to assess workload in the* BAe 146 - 

Koe,fl£St alrcraft to be certified under JARs -during only one evaluation exercise. The 
basis for evaluation was a mini-airline exercise of the type already performed bv Boeing - 

^Land 761 ’ McD°nnell-Douglas - with the DC9-80, and AirbusP - with the A300 FF. 
In late 1982 three teams of two pilots each flew consecutive three-day Intensive flight 

a ClrCUlP threa maJ°r high intensity airfields, with crew duty hours 
considerably in excess of those allowed by the CAA for passenger carrying operations. 
Crew workload was assessed by means of subjective estimates from the pilots and flight 

8^a SCalS and Post-Plight questionnaire) and by recording heart rate; 
flight deck activity and performance - including error counts - were monitored by video 
cameras situated on the flight deck. y 

Heart rate was recorded continuously from before pre-start checks to after shut-down 
checks. Isolation pre-amplifiers situated on the cockpit floor fed the ECG signal, as 
puises, to a Hewlett Packard 9826a computer. Heart rate in beat-to-beat format was 
„„!Pifyed in roa! time on the computer's in-built CRT and then plotted out by a HP 2763 
graphic printer. Each plot - or frame - was for 300 sec of heart rate plus a 60 sec plot 
in a negative direction, ie from the previous frame. Fig io shows a typical frame 
(recorded during a take-off from Amsterdam). * "a oypj.cai. i rame 
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f’r.r.m ratlngs “ using the ten-point scale developed at Bedford - were obtained 
,both Pilots and the flight observer on verbal request and light signal from the 

exercise controller by means of small keyboards fitted to the control column f¡nd the 
observer s clip board. Ratings were plotted at the time of request - according to a 

^prating scale" before6 aÏÏ/ in^p^tlcXr '^e^asled^to^consldeï 

' «-of/'rrsPa7re“ih/raÄ 
less frequently in-flight failure occurred; during the cruise ratings were requestfd 

workload tmeanalpriatreesa3?orfthere,Cn0rdÍng heart "ate WaS t0 augment objective assessments of 

íi;srriiaíf ¥\th”rrtin88 K3"PSe'- 

»na flight“ob^e’rv^^o^aaTaur^/a'^roi-r“^ f™ 
during an approach and landing at Amsterdam (B). ueparture i rom Hatfield (A) and 

was reasonably good agreement between heart rates and workload 

were a number of exceptions which were probably due partly to 
and nant.lv tn pQ<-i«n. t_<_I_ _ 

Overall there 
ratings, but there 

ÍSrkloí^rathe^Tha^th raitlrlSi scale and to mating the ‘ instantaneous ‘ level of 
workload rather than the level experienced during the previous seconds Vnr> 

dif f eren^n! ?nt ÎTh ^t^ P°d agt’eement fig H ^ows some disagreement between ?he (íw¿ 
different) pilot s heart rates and their ratings recorded during a take-off and deoartiira 

f^ht nhrdam (A), anb an aPProach and lading at London (B); it is Interesting that the 
flight observers ratings showed better agreement with the pilot's heart rates. 

In addition to relating heart rate with subjective ratings each beat-to-beat nlm- 

Er 
consutmï «îtt l°„orea“f»»nt.^SÍ1 rate' ^ ^ "»a« nata variablllt) 

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN HEART RATES AND WORKLOAD RATINGS 

The use of heart rate to augment pilot's subjective opinions of workload oromots thp 

shonid0^ ai1?W h°0d the Pelatlonshlp between the two measures? It Is a question that 

pîans failed" ^ ^ ^11 S°me years ag0> ^t now/a^tfr^prevïSus' plans failed to materialise, a more scientific study is underwav at Bedford mha 
experiment invoives four short but well defined flight tasks, (generating theoretically 

â“íSrrty by slreïal Allots °r ‘rhí10“1*1'’ ““"n8 fl°"“ ln * 125 'business' 

peSSÍÍan/a llïbs - Sisîâis of ; b' tlom "lthl" lal<! «»-» 

A 360° turn in 2 min at constant altitude, IAS, and rate of turn. 

2 Pol6f0a°nftUTnAcln I mln *lth a s^ltaneous loss of 2000 ft in altitude at a 
constant IAS and rate of turn. 

3 A 360” tupn in 2 min with a simultaneous 2000 ft altitude loss followed bv a 

IASeInd rate oÏTurn". 2 & simultaneous Saln ^ 2000 ft at a constant 

^ reduction*^ lOQ2^” a 3lmultaneous altitude loss of 2000 ft and speed 

each tísk SUo¿e<if Phe0dlSoiheart raKte 1k raonltored throughout and he is also asked to rate 

reSrred to earlier (Pig i) .63 eaCh sub-task* uslnS the ten-point workload rating scale 

1 

T *.4 It: Was orl8lnally Intended that the experiment would follow a design based on t-ha 

nracMnpqUanrae eaCh pl¿0t flylng the sequence four times in different order ïn 
practice, partly because the aeroplane is available only on an 'opportunity' basis and 

partly because more pilots have offered to participate, the sequence is now flown in t-v,« 

the 6ut "ith thii rirat ta8k t;ernfro«;“bT„grir^Saî^^ 

bíeú «“»»urêd!'PP^ err0'' •C0''ea t0 b,,^C ma ratln8S' ““»"I»“! sequence»3 haveVnot 

D-ivsbn 8ubJect Pilots are highly experienced but those not current on the aeroplane are 
glyen at least 30 mins familiarisation before being asked to rate the ta<?u-<4- Qimnar.iv 
p ots unfamiliar with the rating scale are given a full briefing beforehand. ’ y’ 

mooa ^4 Plbo.ts have flown a total of 14 sequences and results show an extremely 
good relationship between their mean heart rates and their workload ratine-a for» b viioi-ay 

flnd?ng i agreement for another, and no agreement at all for one plîft. îhlsPîa?ter 
finding is in accord with previous observations on individual responses that occasional!v 
a pilot's heart rate, whilst responding qualitatively with expected changes i°n worKJ* 
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fKÍ;Li fc° asref 1wJlth hls subjective ratings. Pigs 13 and il) are of scatter dlaKrams 
showing the relationship between heart rate means and workload ratings for 7 pilots. 

DISCUSSION 

13 n°W 3ubstantial evidence to suggest that during normal but demanding flight 
resPonses ln experienced pilots are determined almost entirely by their 

1° V 1S> interesfclnE t0 speculate on the neuro-physiological mechanisms that are 
Rarely is the heart rate change due to the influence of physical 

activity or to environmental stressors which in normal flight are quite low. although 

higher rates recorded from pilots in the manual control loop suggest that increased neuro 
muscular activity of some form may play a part. auggest tnac increased neuro- 

. Q, Piloting an aeroplane, especially during the more difficult manoeuvres, requires the 

coll®ct. filter and process information quickly, to exercise Judgement and make 
ecislons, and to Initiate rapid and appropriate actions. This neurological activity - 

which must have been essential for the survival of primitive man - is associated with a 
state of preparedness sometimes known as arousal. Furthermore there is 

c^lerskîlîs10"68360 ar0USa1’ UP t0 a m0derate 1®vel» Chances * a person* s caSTS 

and thus improves performance (13). It has been suggested by several people that the 
relationship between performance and arousal can be described by an invented 'U'-shaped 

J“ "“sre evidence In support (H). Nev’ertheless, , thëorÏÏK 
relationship of this type has a particular attraction in the context of flying as there is 

evidence that both under- and over-arousal have preceded landing accidents wheíe 
performance was clearly below an acceptable level. accidents where 

There is also some experimental evidence that a similar inverted 'U'-shaped function 

sn^»sfeH between performance and task demands (15); and it has been 
suggested that levels of arousal are determined by task characteristics or demands bv how 

the individua! perceives the situation, and by how he responds to his environment (16)1 

?!v!?e,-Jran sPeculate that a PHot is more likely to produce an adequate - if not optimum - 
Perfof’mance by matching his level of arousal to the perceived difficultv of the 

The TUlt Wl11 depend larsely on hls training and experience although ÎI 
the task is a novel one, as happens often in test flying, a significant element of 

be lnvolv^- course, the level of arousal should be high enough for 
the task itself and also high enough to allow for the unexpected; for example, an engine 
failure on take-off may require extremely rapid and appropriate actions. 

aft^r at Bedford> it has been obvious from the sudden increase in heart rate 

the task lid •sefahT<,n0aroreni & ^ falled to anticlpate the difficulties of 
^,aak„^d aet hls ar°asal accordingly. Conversely, high heart rates have been 

recorded when there was an element of uncertainty about the task; this was particularly 
noticeable for the novel 'ski-jump' take-offs and for a pilot's fi’rst appl^ch ind laPS 

occaslonally0withAworkloadiratings|e ^ 066,1 & f0r heart rate levels t0 dlsaSr,®e 

appropriale1" pathway^6!!! the 0braln0land1 cent rai*3 ne rvouseX3jPsrtemndo1exiel.eriC The ^ concept ^of 
ruTtîlJf all 0vers,i™.P1 i®a11 on of complex neuro-physiological mechknisms ^ it Is 
functional and, providing it is not confused with emotion, it explains the relationship 
between a pilot s workload and hls heart rate in a convenient manner. P 

with J^i?f!L0hf P^iological variables to Indicate levels of workload has been viewed 
with suspicion by many people and the use of only one variable - such as heart rate has 
been criticised in particular. However, many o/these criticisms have been based^ the 

level^of^workloa^werlHunrea^fis"!lie1'.11 ^a°r experiments where quite often the task and the 

It can be argued that in using heart rate to augment pilots' subjective ratings two 

hi6 be^nß ^ ,but ii 13 questionable whether the? are really sepllalrSuSl 
- the relationship, already discussed, between perceived difficulty of thePtask, arousal 

rate precluding true independence; although, as the actual neurological 
mechanisms are uncertain the possibility of conscious unawareness must exist. 

üefr? .ratf ifnd 3ubJectlve ratings are relatively coarse measures - a fact which is 
otten criticised by scientists accustomed to using more precise measuring technioues Rut 

ñílltr6anCH0nSld6rSihÜe Andlvldual variations in the different I^ct^of skiil ^tweS 
pilots, end even within the same pilot from time to time, the search for minor differences 

be u.nreall3tlc ln feal-world conditions. it is also worth noting thlt 
'î068 work 1 oad may be more theoretical than real and so before deciding 

ImlnrtLt te or 3ubJe°tive ratings can differentiate between workload levels it if 
important to be sure that there is in fact a real difference (10). 

™„^pe;:lenc: at Bedf°rd has 3h0*n that When a pilot is in the control loop, or is 

wi?? e^teP*.Ahe loop* aild when the flight task is reasonably demanding, heart rate 
will usuaily identify meaningful changes or differences in workload. When the task is 

relatively undemanding or when the pilot is in a purely monitoring role as happens 
frequently in the new generation of civil transport aircraft, heart rate alone mayPnot 
discriminate between small differences in workload - although subjective ratings may^ell 

do so. Assessment of cognitive activity of this type is more difficult but oftln, in 
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these Instances, visual inspection of beat-to-beat plots will reveal chantres in fh* a«™»» 

changes ^nCental '»«frkload''^ (slnUS arrhythmla) whlch may ^gnify significant 

tesi heai’t ra^eí^d'¿rl,?? fllKht seems to be readily accepted by pilots- Bedford 

ïîf»JSLr?St ^ th' Pll0t* '•h0 fl"d thelr "«iP«'“1 1" recalling various^ as pec 18 

V, «a11? fnlnal fot,m the woflfload rating scale has been generally welcomed hv niw« 

r â ^1¾ ^l-las =‘fe'aHE^€ 
favonnahl»011nhthe ®°elng 737 ^ airline pilots unfamiliar with the technique. These 

by pilots andStorbasing th^ s^alï^ the® idea^f sp^re^capaclty".“10" °f workload accepted 

haa »Er» exPe^lme']t to examine the relationship between heart rates and workload ratines 

than to consider the workload level over the previous period or task a m i E m! 

u0^ J-n the BAe 1¡(6 certification exercise there was a reasonable level of agreement 

workload3 rather th“PïhAt8%r'’athalnC0na|l5t<'n?o *“ '°Ul<1 be t0 ratln8 InstantanôôÕs 

srj;r?L“iiadsinTs8 oa.„f Ägo,“rf7g'E.ra”,,S3 4";a --1-17¾¾0 pSi ■ 

workload!h obsei'vations underline the need to use at least three pilots when assessing 

CONCLUSIONS 

nna^1a!ifar evldet\ce supports strongly the use of the methodology described above in the 

follmSg p5”?s"m bfb”íktóa2líd;rllShti 6,Jt "PerlenCe has anderllned tho naed for tha 

llaSnSS^lSteT a "8l1 ae3l8,““1 ratlne S3a1' "hl0h la sasir *° “aa a”a fa'l» 

such ratings are increased in value by recording the pilot's heart rate; 

control"^6 ^31300363 at,e idiosyncratic and so each pilot should be used as his own 

to a large extent the same applies to subjective ratings; 

neither heart rate responses nor ratings are absolute measures of workload. 

!n the long term a more sophisticated, reliable and sensitive measure of workload 

onyth! or^fribeTi^thls3^1^ ÏSrtY^nSpï^ng0?1"6 ^ ^ °f a teChlnqUe ba3ed 
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PILOT WORKLOAD RATING SCALE 

(for M specified piloting t»k) 

DkWmTi«* WotkloaJ Oanlptfoa Ral* 

Pig 1 Pilot Workload Rating Scale 

The pilot starts his decision-making process at the bottom left 
corner of the 'decision tree'. 

The workload being assessed is that involved inthe execution 
of the primary task. The pilot will almost certainly be 
performing additional tasks, but the effort expended on them 
must be included as part of his spare capacity. 

. ? 

•V-'V" *. ■-V'-'Vi 
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Pig 2 Overall mean 30 sec heart rates (±SEM) for four statistically 
designed sorties of single-segment experimental noise abatement 
approaches in an HS 748 Andover - one pilot. The arrows 
indicate the epochs centred on the touchdown. 

Hnrt 
Rote 
btots/mm 

• -- T V/S* ARproocht» (n=36) 

• -- ï' Approach» (n < 19) 

Pig 3 

Heart 
rat* 

Overall mean 30 sec heart rates for 7J°/30 
two-segment approaches and for conventional 
3° approaches in an HS 748 Andover - one pilot. 
The arrow indicates the touchdown epoch. 
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Fig 4 Overall mean 30 sec heart rates for 5°/3° two-segment approaches 
and for conventional 3° approaches in a VC-10 - two pilots. 
The arrows indicate the touchdown epoch. 

j I 
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HEART 
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bpm 
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HEART 
RATE 
bpm 

I I O •. • (8) 6° BASIC AIRCRAFT 

-(8) 6° DLC 

IOO 

90 

80 

70 

30 SECOND EPOCHS 

Fig 5 Overall mean 30 sec heart rates for 3° and 6° approaches and 
landings flown with and without DLC in a BAG 1-11 - one pilot. 

■MTt 

Fig 6 Typical beat-to-beat heart rate and nozzle angle traces recorded 
during a ski-jump take-off in an HS Karrier. (Note the rapid 
downwards rotation of engine thrust (upwards in the trace) as 
the aircraft left the ramp (arrow) followed by the gradual rear¬ 
wards rotation (downwards in the trace) as speed was increased.) 

■••rt 

Fig 7 Beat-to-beat heart rate and nozzle angle recorded during 
the first ski-jump take-off by this pilot - the same pilot 
as in Pig 6. 
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Pig 8 Typical beat-to-beat heart rates (PI and P2) recorded during an 
autopilot approach and manual landing in fog (RVR 200 m) BAG 
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70 80 90 100 
Heart Rate beats/min 
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Fig 9 One pilot's heart rate responses and workload ratings for 
manual landings in fog. 
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Pig 10 Example of beat-to-beat 
heart rate plots and workload 
ratings from the BAe 146 certi¬ 
fication programme. (Recorded 
during a take-off from Amsterdam,) 

Heart Rate 

beats/min 
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Rating 

130 

120 
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90 

Pis 11 Plots of man heart rate 
responses (30 sec) and of work¬ 
load ratings from the handling 
pilot and flight observer - 

3 BAE 146. 

A - Take-off and departure from 
Hatfield. 

B - Approach and landing at 
Amsterdam. 

1 

80 

• Heart Rate ♦——♦Pilot Ratings 0-—-O Observer Ratings 

Pig 12 Plots of mean heart rate 
responses (30 sec) and of work¬ 
load ratings from the handling 
pilot and flight observer - 
BAe 146. 

A - Take-off and departure from 
Amsterdam. 

B - Approach and landing at 
London. 

• Heart Rate +-•Pilot Ratings o- -o Observer Ratings 
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Fig 13 Heart rate responses and workload ratings for four pilots. 
HS 125. 

Fig 14 Heart rate responses and workload ratings for three pilots. 
HS 125. 


